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Each continuous surjection from a closed and nowhere dense subset D of the Cantor set X 
onto D has a continuous extension f: X + X such that flx-D is a homeomorphism from X -D 
onto itself and for each x E X-D the orbit of x is dense in X. 
Introduction 
In [2] Gutek and van Mill proved that if P, Q are closed and nowhere dense 
subsets of the Cantor set X and fO: P + Q is a homeomorphism from P onto Q, 
then there exists a homeomorphism f: X+X such that flP =fO and for some 
x E X - P the orbit {f”x: k E Z} of x is a dense subset of X. 
In this paper it is proved that if D is a closed, nowhere dense subset of the Cantor 
set X and fO : D + D is a continuous surjection from D onto itself, then there exists 
a continuous surjection f:X+ X such that flD =fO and h =f]x-D is a homeo- 
morphism from X - D onto itself such that for each x E X - D the orbit {h k~: k E Z} 
of x is dense in X. 
We use the standard symbols Z, w, N for denoting the sets integers, natural 
numbers, and positive natural numbers, respectively. The Cantor set is as usually 
a zero-dimensional, compact metric space without isolated points. For a zero- 
dimensional metric space X and a subset D of X we call covering of D each family 
d of nonempty, pairwise disjoint, closed-open (c-o) sets in X such that D c IJ d. 
If diam U =S r for each U E Sp, then we say that A? is a covering of D with diameter 
s r. If D = X then we say & is a partition of X. If we have families ~4 and 93 then 
we say that 93 refines d iff for each B E 33 there is A E d such that B c A. 
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Denote by (0 1 . . . k) the cyclic permutation T of the set (0, 1, . . . , k} defined as 
follows: 
ri=i+l for i<k, rk=O. 
Furthermore IAl is as usually the cardinality of the set A. 
Theorem. Let D be a closed nowhere dense subset of the Cantor set X and letf,: D + D 
be a continuous surjection. 
Then there exists a continuous surjection f: X + X such that 
f ID =fo 
and the map h = f IX_D is a homeomorphism from X - D onto itself such that for each 
XEX-Dtheorbit{hkx:k~Z}ofxisadensesubsetofX. 
Sketch of the idea of the proof 
We approximate f by some sequence of maps defined on the partitions of X. 
These partitions have for each n EN the form of sums ??$_, u Z,, u LB,, of families 
of nonempty, c-o sets in X with diameter ~2?+’ such that 
(i) the sets U %+1, U .Z’“, and u 9,, are pairwise disjoint, U (%J_, u 3,) n D = 
P, and Un DZ0 for all UE 9,,, 
(ii) 3& refines YJn_, u Z,, and LZ,,,, u 9,,+, refines 9,, (this fact is represented in 
the proof by the map 
17:u{+%u%z+Iu%+l: nEN}+U{%“_lu2Z~u9d,: nEN}). 
The approximating maps are defined as the cyclic permutations T,, of the families 
9” u zl+, and as the sums of some sets on 9,,+, . The basic pattern for construction 
of 7, from r,_r is the family %, via the family {Aa: LY E %‘,,}. 
The family %‘, consists of all finite sequences ( U,U, . . . U,) of elements of 9, 
satisfying the following: 
(1) fo(Ui)n Ui+,#(d for i=O, l,.. ., r-l, 
(2) U,= UP, U,= U, for some p, qE{1,2 ,..., r-l}, 
(3) each of the subsequences 
(iYoU,... UP-,),(U,U,+,... U,),(U,+1Uq+2... U,) ifpsq 
and 
(U,U,... U4-A (U,U,+, . . . Up), (Up+, Up+, . . . U) if 4 <P 
consists of different elements. 
Condition (1) will implicate 
f ID =fo. 
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In the analogical way we define in the proof the partitions S& of U (9?_, u 3,) = 
X -U 9, refines Y_r u 3”. If we have the cyclic permutation r,_r of the family 
%n-,u_Y?,, of sets with diameter ~2-“+l then we can choose some number of 
(“exploding”) points in each set of this family for getting a partition S,, of lJ (%“-r u 
Z,,) with diameter ~2~“, refines %+, u 3,,, and satisfying the conditions presented 
in the proof. 
Using the families {A*: a E %,,} and Ce, we define the cyclic permutation T,, of 
9” u %+1 as a modification of 7,-r satisfying the conditions (n.2) in the proof. The 
rest of our proof has a technical character. 
Proof of the theorem 
If D = 0, then the theorem is true. Assume D f 0. We define inductively sequences 
{%}, {S’:,} and {Y,,} as follows: 
91 = {X1, we, = {(XXX)), 3, = 0, 
and for each n 3 2: 
(i) Let 9” be a covering of D with diameter ~2~” such that: if U E 9,,, then 
UnDZ0and UcVforsome V~GB,,_,,andif VEg,_,,then V-LJ9,#0. 
(ii) Let %,, be the family of finite sequences of elements of 9,, defined as follows: 
(L&U,... U,)E %n iff fo(Ui)n Ui+,#O for i=O, l,.. ., r-l, 
and there exist P,qE{1,2,. .., r - 1) such that U,, = Up, U, = U,, and each of the 
subsequences 
(U,U,... Uclpl), (U,U,+, . . . &I, C&+1 &I+, . . . U,), 
where a = min{ p, q}, b = max{ p, q} consists of different elements. 
Since& is a surjection and C& is finite, family 55’” is finite and satisfies the following 
conditions: 
foreach(U,Ur... U,)E%$, thereexists (V,,V,... V,)E%?:,_~ 
such that U,c V,, U,c Vs. 
(iii) Let {A”: a E %,,-,} be a family of finite sequences of c-o sets in X satisfying 
the following conditions: 
for each CYE%‘_~, if a=(V,V,... V,), then A* is a sequence (F,F, . . . F,) of 
s+ 1 pairwise disjoint, nonempty, c-o sets in X such that 
Fjc y-l_lUn forj=O,l,..., s, 
uA”nUAp=O forall (Y,/~E%&,, (Y#& 
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and the family 
Z,, =u {Aa: a E %,_,} 
is a partition of IJ 9+, - IJ Sa,. 
For each U E .Z,, u 9,, let LYJ be a unique element of LBa,_, such that 
Now we prove by induction that there exist sequences {C!?,,: n E w} and (7,: n E N} 
satisfying for each n E N the following conditions: 
(~1) (a) ‘3$ is a partition of X -U 9” with diameter ~2~” such that for each 
U E %I,, there exists (a unique) lXJ E 37+, u L?* such that 
(b) 7, : % u Z”,, + %I u %,I is a cyclic permutation such that for each (Y E V,,, 
if A a = (E,E, . . . E,), then 
T,& = Ei+, for i=O,l,..., r-l. 
(~2) if n 2 2, then 
(a) for each U E C!?,, 
(T,,UE S,, e Ilr,,U=r,_,lXJ) and (T,‘UE 3” e Ilr~‘U=~~!,l7lJ), 
(b) for each U E %?* 
if 17UE Sn-,, then IIr,,U = rn_,IiTJ and 177;’ U = r;!,IKJ, 
(c) if U E 3Yn u Zn+l u 9an+l and V = KHJ, then we have the following implications: 
UE S,, + IIT,,UCIIT~_,V and IIT,‘UCIIT,!,V, 
UE=z+, j 17?,UcU{WE~a,_,:f,(nV)n W#@}and 
~T,'u~U{wE~d,_,:f~'(nV)n W#@}, 




(d) for each U E S,,, VE Y?-, uL2,, there exists ke w such that 
{ri,U:O~j~k}c%,, and T~UC V 
or 
{TijU:OSj=Sk}c %,, and T,~UC V, 
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(e) for each U E %, VE %1 and k E w we have the following implications: 
{r’,_,V: Osjc k}c %+1 and V=IIU 
+ {r’,U:O~j~k}c~~and17?f:U=~~_,V, 
{T~L,V: Osj~ k}c ??n_1 and V=l7U 
=+ {r~jU~:O~j~k}c~~aandn7,~U=7,k,~ 
Step 1. Let +?I0 = +?r = 0. Since %, = {(XXX)} from (iii) follows 
A’xxx’=(FoF,F,) and &={Fo, F,, F2} 
for some pairwise disjoint, nonempty, c-o sets F,, Fl, F2 in X such that 
F,uF,u F,=X-u C&. 
Let or be the following cyclic permutation 
71 = (KP,F,). 
Hence the conditions (l.l), (1.2) are fulfilled. 
Step n. Assume for some n > 2 we have defined families { ‘&: 0~ i c n - 1) and 
(7,: 1 C ic n - 1) satisfying (n - l.l), (n - 1.2). Since %‘, # 0 is finite we have %‘,, = 
{Q(O), a(l), . . *, a(t)} for some row, where a(i)#cr(j) for i#j. For each 
iE{O,l,...,t}let: 
(1) a(i)=(UAUf... Ul,i])y 
(2) A”(‘)= (E;E; . . . E;,,,), 
(3) p(i)=(v;v;... Vf,i,) be an element of ‘%,_, such that 
u;c v; and Ui,i, C V:,i,, 
(4) p(i), q(i) be the elements of {1,2, . . . , s(i) - 1) such that 
V6 = VLci, and Vjci, = Vi,,,, 
(5) Apci) = (F;Ff . . . Fj,,,). 
Since A p(i) c Lf,, for i = 0, 1, . . . , t and T,-~ is a cyclic permutation of ~~-Iu.Z~, 
there exist positive integers m(O), m(l), . . . , m(t) such that for each i E (0, 1, . . . , t}: 
(6) n 1 Tm(i)Fi q(i)+1 = F;%--1 
where 0 is the addition modulo t + 1, and 
(7) m(i)~Z,~Y?~_,u.JZY~~ 
where 1, is a natural number such that for each set U E Y?n-l u L??,, there exists a 
partition of U of cardinality 1, with diameter ~2-“. 
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Ad (n.l)(a) From (7) follows that there exists a partition 
%~={Gj:O~i<t andOsjsm(i)} 
of lJ (%?+r u .5&) = X -lJ B,, with diameter ~2~” and Gj # G: for (i,j) # (k, I) 
such that for all iE{O,l,..., t}, jE{O, l,..., m(i)} 
(8) Gi c &lFbci)+l. 
Let nGj= tii-rFq(i)+i for each GEE %,,. Then %,, satisfies (n.l)(a). 
Ad (n.l)(b) Let 7, be the following cyclic permutation: 
(9) r,, = (E;E:. . . E$,,G:G:. . . GO,(,,E;E: . . . E;(,,G;G; . . . G;,,, 
. . . E&E;. . . E:,,,G;G;. . . G;,,,). 
Then T, is a cyclic permutation of ?4 u JZn+r satisfying (n.l)(b). 
Ad (n.2)(a) Let UE %,,. If ~,UE %$,, then (9) implies U= Gj for some 
iE{O, 1,. . ., t}, jE{O, 1,. . . , m(i) - 1). Hence (9), (S), and the definition of 17 imply 
l7r,,U = IIr,,Gj = nG;+, = 7{?,Fbci)+, = T~-,ITG; = T,-,LW 
If r,,Ug Snn, then from the definitions of %,,, 17 and r,_r we have 
Proof of the second part of (n.2)(a) is analogous. 
Ad (n.2)(b) Let IL!J E %n-l. Suppose 177,U # rn-,IlU. Then (n.2)(a) implies 
T,,U& Sn. Hence U = Gkci) for some iE (0, 1, . . . , t} and by (8) and (6) 
Ih!_J = T;?:_I;)F;(~)+, = F;~&-l E LZ,,. 
Contradiction. Proof of the second part of (n.2)(b) is analogous. 
Ad (n.2)(c) Let U E ??,, and V= l7U. If T,,U E Cf&, then (n.2)(a) and the definition 
of n imply 
~~~u=r,~,~u=r*~,vc~r~_,~ 
If T,,U& S,,, then (9) implies U = G,(i) for some i E (0, 1,. . . , t}, and from (8), (6) 
and the definition of 17 we have 
V = 17GLci, = T;;;)F;(~)+~ = F;$&,)_, . 
Hence (9), (l)-(5), the definition of n, and (n-1.1)(b) imply 
nrmU = nr,,Gmci) = nE;@’ = @,“’ c VA@’ = V;$.&r, = flF;y&,, 
= L~T~-~F~~~~~-~ = IOTA-, v. 
Proof of the rest of the first implication in (n.2)(c) is analogous. 
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Let UEZn+, and V=17U.If U=EjforsomeiE{O, l,..., t},j~{O, 1,. . . r(i)-1}, 
then (1) and (2) imply V= Uj. Hence (9), (2), (l), and the definitions of %:, and 
ga, imply 




If U = Eici, for some i E (0, 1, . . . , t}, then (1) and (2) imply V= U:(i) and from 
(9), (S), (5), (3) and the definition of ?Zn_i follows 





Proof of the rest of the second implication in (n.2)(c) is analogous. 
Let U E Sa,+, and V = Z7U. From the definition of 9, follows immediately 
U{WE%:_MnU)n W#0) 
=U{WEC?&:fo(V)n WZ0) 
c IJ { WE 9n_l: fo(17V) n W # 0). 
Proof of the rest of the third implication in (n.2)(c) is analogous. 
Ad (n.2)(d) Let U E Cf& and VE %n_1 u Lt’,,. Then U = Gj for some i E (0, 1, . . . , t}, 
jE{O,l,..., m(i)}. Hence (9) implies 
{T~U: -Jo k<-j+m(i)}={Gb, Gf,. . . , Gk<i,}c Yn. 
Since r,_i is a cyclic permutation of %-i u =Y,,, from (7), (8) and the definition of 
II we have 
Y?~_,~P’,,={Q~-,F~~~~+~:O~~=Z~(~)} 
={I7G~:O~k=~m(i)}={177f:U: -j~k<--j+m(i)}. 
Hence 71: U c V for some k E {-j, -j + 1, . . . , -j + m(i)}. This proves (n.2)(d). 
Ad (n.2)(e) Let U E Sn, VE $T_,, and ke w. If k= 0, then (n.2)(e) is satisfied. 
Assume (n.2)(e) is satisfied for some k E w and let 
{~i_~V:O~j~k+l}c S+, and l7U= V 
Since (n.2)(e) is true for k, we have 
{TiU: Osjc k}c 3?,, and ~~T~:U=&,VE Sn-,. 
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Suppose T:+’ U E 9%. Hence (n.2)(a) implies IIr:” U f 7,_,177f: U. Hence (n.2)(b) 
implies 177: U E GE~~,_~. Contradiction. This proves hi+’ U E Y$. Hence (n.2)(a) implies 
ITT;+’ u = l7r”T: u = r&Trf: u = 7,_,7:_, v = 7::: v. 
Then the first implication in (n.2)(e) is proved by induction. 
Proof of the second implication in (n.2)(e) is analogous. 
Then we have defined the sequences { %,, : n E w } and { 7,: n E N} such that for each 
n EN the conditions (n.l), (~2) are fulfilled. 
For each x E X and n E N let W,, be a unique element of the partition %,, u Z,,+l u 
9 ,,+r of X such that XE W,,,, and let 




B,(x)=U(WE~“:~‘(lTW,,,)n WZ0) if K,, E %+, . 
Then for all x E X and n 3 2 conditions (n.2)(c) imply immediately 
A,(x) c A,_,(x) and B,(x) c B,_,(x). 
Furthermore, since diam VG 2-” for each V E S,, and n E N, andf, is continuous, 
we have 
and 
lim diam A,(x) = 0 for each x E X 
limdiamB,(x)=O for each XEX-D. 
Hence there exist maps f: X + X and g : X - D + X - D univocally defined by the 
conditions: 
fx~n{A,(x): HEN} for xE_X 
and 
gxEn{B,(x): nEN} for xEX-D. 
Let x E X and let U be an open set in X such thatfx E U. Then lim diam A,(x) = 0 
implies A,(x) c U for some n E N. Since WY,, = W,,, for each y E W, ,,, we have 
Y E W,, * fv E A,(Y) = An(x) = u. 
This implies continuity off: Analogously we prove that g is continuous. 
For each x E D and n EN we have 
fox4JW~%:f,(~~,,)n w#0l=&(x). 
Hence the definition off and lim diam A,,(x) = 0 imply immediately 
f ID =fo. 
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Let x E X - D. Since D is closed in X, there exists m EN such that 
W, n E %n for every n 3 m. 
Let n 3 m + 1. Then Wx,,,-l = l7W,,, E %+, and from (n.2)(b) we have 
~~EA,(x)=~~~,W,,,=T,_,~~W~,,=~,_,W~,,_,~~”-,U~~. 
Then Wr,,,,-l = T,,-~ Wx,n-, E YL, u L!?,,. Hence the definition of g implies 
gfx E B,_,(fx) = 177,11 Wfx+l = nw,,,_,. 
This proves gf IxdD = id,_,. Analogously we prove fg = idxPD. Hence the continuity 
of maps f and g implies 
h = f Ix_D is a homeomorphism from X - D onto itself. 
Let x E X - D and let U be an open nonempty subset of X. Then there exists 
m EN such that 
W,,, E Ce, and Vc U for some VE ~~-,u~~. 
Then from (m.2)(d) we have for some k E w : 
{T’,W,,,:OSjsk}cC!?,,, and $,,W,,,c V 
or 
{r~W~,,:O~j~k}c Y,,, and T~~W~,,,C V 
Assume the first case in this alternative is satisfied. We prove for i E (0, 1, . . . , k) 
fix E Tk+k-_i Wx,,m+k__i. (*) 
Since x E Wx,,,+k, condition (*) is fulfilled for i = 0. Assume (*) is satisfied for some 
iE{O,l,..., k - 1). Hence the definition off implies 
f i+lX E nTm+k-_i7i+k-_i Wx,m+k-i = ~~‘~~k-i Wx,m+k_i. 
Since { 7j, W,,, : Osj< i+l}c %,,, and Wx,n_-l=llW,,, foralln >2from(m+1,2)(e), 
(m+2,2)(e), . . . , (m + k - i, 2)(e) (first implication) we obtain 
I77 
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mtk-i Wx,m+k-i = Tz!k-i-1 Wx,m+k-i--l. 
Hence 
f i+lx E T:;k-_i-, W,,+,_i-, . 
This proves by induction that (*) is satisfied for each i E (0, 1, . . . , k}. From (*) we 
have in particular 
fkXE Tk,i,i&. 
Hence T: W,,, c Vc U implies f kx E U. 
In case (72 Wx,m: 0 s j S k} c %,, and 7ik W,,, c V we prove analogously gkx E U. 
Hence the definition of h implies that the orbit 
{hkx: kEZ’) 
of x is dense in X. This finishes the proof. 0 
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